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Being grounded is not necessarily about being ixed; 
being mobile is not necessarily about being detached. 

... What forces entrench migration, or propel staying ‘at 
home’? 

Sara Ahmed et al., Uprootings/Regroundings

If identity is always a temporal drag, constituted and 
haunted by the failed love-project that precedes it, 

perhaps the shared culture-making projects we call 
“movements” might do well to feel the tug backwards as 

a potentially transformative part of movement itself.
   Elizabeth Freeman, “Packing History, Count(er)ing 

Generations”

[W]hen [something] proclaims itself invisible . . ., that 
is when it most urgently demands an other, diferent 

vision.
José Quiroga, Tropics of Desire

Introduction: Straight Temporality as 

Anachronism

I highlight the epigraphs above because together 

they help to conceptualize the neologism Latin@ in 

ways that may counter the normative reduction of U.S. 

history to “a succession of lows of immigrants who, 

ater being discriminated against, achieve the American 

dream” (Laó-Montes 131). Migration to Western spaces 

protected by global power tends to be understood as a 

natural temporal shit from the past to the present, from 

an anachronic to a postmodern temporality, whereas 

counterlux migration oten gets framed as a backward 

move in global time.1 Along this straight temporality, 

complex migration processes undertaken by those led 

by necessity to search for social-economic improvement 

across borders tend to be mapped reductively on a 

timeline evolving from repression to freedom, ignoring 
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the speciic contexts experienced by those whose lives 

increasingly clash with such linear expectations.2 hese 

narratives oten become reduced to 

oversimpliied dynamics that re-inscribe 
dominant nationalist myths of the United 
States as a land of freedom and democracy and 
erase the struggle, sufering, and resistance 
experienced by subordinated groups... 
[Migrants’] subjectivities and histories 
become represented within colonialist, racist 
understandings of culture and identity.  
(Luibhéid xxv). 

Against such reductions, Latin@ philosopher María 

Lugones has argued consistently that any project of 

decolonization requires decolonizing the racialized 

ways in which gender and sexuality constitute the central 

dichotomy between human and non-human (“Toward” 

742) within the colonial/modern system within which, 

from the colonial period on, “the global population 

was diferentiated into inferior and superior, irrational 

and rational, primitive and civilized, traditional and 

modern” (“Coloniality” 2). hat these abject/normal 

dichotomies rely on a temporal boundary, or borderline, 

allows the racializing and gender formations they 

perpetuate to remain invisible under the anachronism 

that naturalizes them. Anachronism thus operates as 

an efective device interlocking the various constitutive 

hierarchies perpetuating what Quijano terms the 

coloniality of power: a division of the population of 

the planet along lines of race (2000b; 2001/2002); in 

Lugones’s crucial revision, this is a cultural technology 

that hides the intersection of both race and gender in 

the subjugation of decolonial knowledges (2007; 2008).3 

he decolonial critique of temporality, according 

to Walter Mignolo, “emerged at the very foundation 

of [the colonial/modern divide], as its counterpoint” 

(“Manifesto” 46).4 In postcolonial thought, as Homi 

Bhabha pointed out in 1991, the problem of temporality 

“is oten overlooked in more ‘spatial’ traditions of some 

aspects of postmodern theory” (170).5 Converging 

with Bhabha’s view, Fredric Jameson clariies in “he 

End of Temporality” that what has been called space is 

always already time, so that space still “risks becoming 

a misnomer” (706). Likewise, groundbreaking queer 

theories have been animated by questions of time, 

temporality, and futurity.6 In fact, the so-called 

“queer turn to temporality” is best understood as the 

recent realization or visibilization of temporality’s 

central relevance in queer thought, considering that 

“temporality has inlected queer theory from the outset” 

(Freeman, Time Binds, xii). As Sam McBean points out, 

[S]uch ‘turn’ rhetoric not only potentially 
obscures histories of concerns with time 
in queer theory, but also, in its apparent 
inauguration of a new ield, makes it diicult 
to consider links between queer theory and 
histories of postcolonial, critical race, and 
feminist work.  (11)

More accurately, then, this “turn” names the emergence, 

recognition, and consolidation of the epistemic impact 

of queer as a heterogeneous perspective, irreducible to an 

identity, that may contribute to transforming conceptions 

of history, futurity, and present reality itself.7 

As an ideology of cultural efacement and a tool of 

epistemic violence, anachronism is only efective when 

naturalized by the binary narrative of straight time at the 

root of the colonial/modern temporal divide. Latin@ 

queer theorist José Esteban Muñoz refers to straight time 

as “a self-naturalizing temporality [the] ‘presentness’ [of 

which] needs to be phenomenologically questioned” 

(25). However, anachronism remains dominant in the 

temporal coding of queer sexuality.

Insidious Anachronism in Queer Temporality

As Jasbir Puar and others have argued, queer 

temporality has been coopted to reconigure the 

colonial/modern divide; upscaled and institutionalized, 

what was once a signiier of disorderly nature and 

promiscuous behavior is now becoming a token of the 

so-called free west.8 In other words, the perceived threat 

of racialized others has been newly domesticated by a 

normative queer discourse anachronizing the others 

of the West, so that the nonwest, so far primitivized as 

being too queer, as we have seen above, has now been 

resigniied as being not queer enough. Juxtaposed, 
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the igures of both the queer and the migrant, despite 

– or because of – their power as emblems of bodily 

mobility and luidity across borders of gender and 

nation, have increasingly become tokenized as igures 

of transcendence, mobility, and freedom, while 

reinstalling material and symbolic stagnation on the 

racialized sites of immobility.9

Against this neocolonial move, Latin@ scholarship 

has been scrutinizing the “discourse of the ‘savage, 

unenlightened’ third world versus the ‘liberal and 

tolerant’ irst world” (Rodríguez, Queer Latinidad, 

102) while also exposing the revalidation of what 

Jorge Ignacio Cortiñas refers to as the “regurgitation of 

neo-colonial narratives of the barbarity of the south” 

(qtd. in Rodríguez 111-112). hese are coalitional 

critiques of queer discourses forging a “liberated West” 

still on the backs of those who live on what Lugones 

calls the “dark side” of colonial/modern temporality 

(“Heterosexualism”). As Jin Haritaworn, Tamsila Tauqir, 

and Esra Erdem argue in a related coalitional context, 

“[t]he amnesia at the basis of the sudden assertion of a 

[eurocentric] ‘tradition’ of anti-homophobic and anti-

sexist ‘core values’ is less a relection of progressive 

gender relations than of regressive race relations” (72).

Whether the meanings of Latin@ literature and 

criticism conirm or disturb this racializing timeline, 

they necessarily circulate within, across, or in excess 

of its norms. Straight temporality is expected to be 

naturally incorporated in any (not only straight) 

migrant text crossing a geotemporal border, so that the 

anachronic subject’s newly granted access to mobility 

personiies and embodies an inherent shit from 

a recalcitrant pre-modern condition of lack (read: 

disability) to a triumphal post-modern temporality 

(read: ability). Against this racializing deployment of 

homophobia as a foil for the temporal production of a 

more civilized and free western subject, Latin@ writer 

Daisy Hernández counters the narrative of personal 

and sexual freedom as a prerogative of the North:10

I think there’s a perception that Latino families 
are more homophobic than other families. hat 
wasn’t my experience. here was such a range 
of reactions in my family. Of course there’s an 

auntie who stopped speaking to me, but there’s 
another auntie that was supporting me as I was 
going through a bad breakup, and there was 
an auntie who was in denial. And I think that 
kind of experience is really common in a lot 
of families—a variation of acceptance, denial, 
outcast.11

It is against this backdrop of anachronism in northbound 

narratives of queer liberation that the nomenclature 

Latin@ strategically appropriates queerness – or, more 

accurately, appropriates queerness so as to mark the 

insertion or latinidad within the advanced temporality 

of the west. Only apparently rather than structurally 

transformed, straight time is disturbed only to the 

extent that Latin@ launts the unacknowledged 

contemporaneity of its anachronized constituencies. 

his disturbance nonetheless provides a snapshot of the 

dominant parameter of temporality against which the 

renewed invisibility of racialized (read: anachronized) 

subjects and cultural epistemes must be named. In what 

follows, I will consider the signiicance of the temporal 

borderlands, drawn from Gloria Anzaldúa’s writings 

(1987), as a de-anachronizing parameter for reading 

Latin@ criticism and literature. 

In Anzaldúa’s inluential conception, each 

borderline is an “unnatural boundary” (3) which 

becomes denaturalized as it expands into proliferating 

borderlands through the creative power of liminality, 

shattering dichotomies as they travel between worlds 

of conlicting yet relational and transformative 

meanings. Anzaldúa’s metaphor of the borderlands, 

though most oten understood as a primarily spatial 

liminality, is also always already temporal. It is “created 

by the emotional residue of an unnatural boundary . 

. . a constant state of transition” experienced by “Los 

atravesados . . . those who cross over, pass over, or go 

through the conines of the ‘normal’” (3). From the 

perspective of the temporal borderlands in Latin@ 

texts, the conines of the normal, which render 

invisible los atravesados, are those of anachronism – 

even when, and perhaps especially when, Latin@ texts 

reinvest in colonial/modern narratives of “entrance 

into contemporaneity”. What inter-relational meanings 

emerge when we can no longer dismiss the colonial 

wound by reducing it to an anachronic, obsolete reality 
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under the imperial rhetoric of contemporaneity as a 

prerogative of the north?

Still, Anachronism

Notice that in imperial rhetoric, as the previous 

statement makes clear, con-temporary, instead of 

meaning coeval time, has been reduced to monocentric 

or concentric time – a slippage that, in either case, 

performs contemporaneity as a prerogative of the 

(North-deined) West.12 Some instances of criticism on 

Latin@ literature give a typical account of this view. 

For example, although Rosa Linda Fregoso does 

counter anachronism when she refers to Julia Alvarez’s 

In the Time of the Butterlies as “a novel that crosses the 

border into the geographic space and history of the 

Dominican Republic and brings subjugated knowledges 

of women’s history and struggle into the consciousness 

of mainstream readers,” epistemic coevalness across 

borders does not seem to hold once she characterizes the 

author writing from the borderlands as herself “a bridge 

between the past and the present, Spanish and English, 

and, most signiicantly, between Dominican social 

history and contemporary English-speaking readers” 

(13). While the past in this sentence can be understood 

as the place lost in migration, and in this sense it cannot 

be conlated with a temporal identity of the place itself, 

it also performs ambivalence as such conlation does 

tend to occur in the context of the parallel dichotomies 

past/present, Spanish/English, and, most signiicantly, 

Dominican social history/contemporary English-

speaking readers. In such accounts, the Latin@ writer’s 

place of origin becomes reduced to a supposedly belated 

geopolitical locus. Even the borderlands, the metaphor 

claiming a “same territory” (Anzaldúa “Preface”) and, 

implicitly, a same time, seem reduced to a bridge for 

a trajectory that culminates in a temporal, linguistic, 

and epistemological shit from past to present, with a 

monolinguistically-deined U.S. as its telos. 

On the other hand, Fregoso also underscores 

Hispanic Caribbean women’s ongoing resistance 

alongside the Latin@ novel’s refusal to anachronize Latin 

American struggles as expected in the assimilationist pull 

of eurocentrism for Latin@ representations to literally 

leave Latin America behind in time. Foregrounding this 

coalitional feminist project in Alvarez’s novel, Fregoso 

calls attention to how it conveys

the contributions by women that are so oten 
hidden from oicial state histories or accounts 
of sociopolitical movements for national 
independence, liberation, and decolonization. 
… [T]he novel refuses to construct Latin 
American women as only victims of male 
oppression or objects of patriarchy. Although, 
in the end, the Mirabal sisters pay the ultimate 
price for their resistance, the novel recuperates 
the history of Latin American women’s activism, 
the fact that hird World women resist despite 
huge penalties and refuse to give up in the face 
of harshly oppressive conditions.  (9; 12)

Fregoso’s reading of Alvarez’s novel here refuses the 

narrative of straight temporality that naturalizes the 

denial and invisibilization of Latin American struggles 

for freedom and justice – as when the Latino critic 

Ilan Stavans portrays Alvarez’s novel as “a wonderful 

examination of . . . how it feels to come from a 

society where justice and freedom are unwelcome” 

(63, my emphasis). his generalized characterization 

implies an essentialist predisposition for injustice 

and repression in Dominican society while assuming 

as progressive, by contrast, the U.S. society whose 

government funded the Trujillo regime to begin with 

(and one can also hear echoes of the colonial trope of 

laziness as the foil for the willful or self-reliant subject 

of the North).13 Such frequently expressed charges 

of endemic injustice reproduce straight temporality 

within Latin@ criticism while ignoring that violence 

continues to be reiterated by the same geopolitical 

hierarchy that renews itself invisibly under such 

ahistoricist narratives of the colonial/modern divide. 

Again, the characterization of a lacking sensibility for 

freedom and justice in the South with no reference to 

the relational historical contexts pervading Alvarez’s 

novel reinstalls the trope of the uncivilized savage, 

erasing centuries of struggles for freedom and justice 

to imply that violence is merely a collective essence 

rather than a symptom of unevenly-structured 

historical relations.14
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In this civilizational discourse, the non-migrant 

within Latin American societies becomes a foil for 

Latin@ mobility, so that the decolonial rejection of 

anachronism is dismissed. he migrant is igured 

reductively as a receptor of the North’s ability to welcome 

the realm of justice and freedom as if by geotemporal 

osmosis rather than by the hard work of unearthing 

the ongoing asymmetrical historical relations between 

cultures in coeval time. Such a discourse of evolutionary 

transition from a society marked as essentially disabled 

(read: temporally belated) to a newly-abled subject 

position within the North must elide the interlocking 

geocultural hierarchies of gender, class, race, sexuality, 

and ableism. 

Further reiterating the gendered, heteronormative, 

and ableist trope of passivity, Stavans singles out the 

Mirabal sisters’ political struggle for their “attack 

against phallocentrism as an accepted way of life in 

Hispanic societies” (62, my emphasis). Ironically, here 

phallocentrism is reinstalled at the very site of the 

geopolitical reproduction of the active Anglo over the 

passive Hispanic, attesting to the fact that not only their 

corresponding spaces but also the hierarchical relations 

between them are re-gendered and re-sexualized 

under phallocentrism in both straight and queer sexual 

connotations in the discourse of passivity.15 Crucially, 

this narrative of spatiotemporal exceptionalism evades 

the long history throughout which the U.S. government 

has been allowed to architect, fund, and further support 

a long series of dictatorships, tortures, genocides, and 

both overt and covert political coups overthrowing 

democratically-elected governments in Latin America 

– oten precisely at moments of internal political and 

economic recovery.16 We must ask ourselves why these 

supporting actions are not themselves characterized 

as backward, and whether they are not protected by 

the discursive temporal framework of the colonial/

modern divide. 

I hope to have suiciently portrayed with these 

examples how the dominant parameters of straight time, 

or our epistemic unfamiliarity with the queer time of 

decolonization, reproduces colonial discourses in ways 

that tend to be unnoticed even within Latin@ criticism. 

he temporal borderlines inherited from colonial 

distancing techniques are updated and normalized 

within even the most groundbreaking critical discourses 

of geographical and identitarian mobility, leading them 

to strengthen the epistemic annihilation occurring at the 

root of assimilation processes. Even when assimilation is 

not so disciplined, such normalized temporal paradigms 

tend to remain illegible and thus in full force. Nelson 

Maldonado-Torres captures the problem of reading 

and writing under this regime of epistemic violence or 

illegibility as follows: 

When the racialized subject writes and 
questions the premises of what is considered 
to be the “normal” world, she is hardly 
understood. ... here is simply a diference 
between the “normal” way of looking at the 
world (a normality which presupposes the 
questioning of the humanity of some subjects) 
and the perspective of someone who deies 
such normality. When the damnés write their 
claims they can hardly be understood by the 
“normal” world or translated into its way of 
understanding, quite simply because they 
demand another world and the emergence of 
diferent forms of life. heir writing is a means 
of creating them.  (“Time of History” 8)

Indeed, scholars of decolonization have argued that 

the perpetuation of the coloniality of power, which 

ensures the modern/colonial split, operates at the 

epistemic level rather than only in the political and 

economic spheres.17 Historically embedded in the 

salvationist narrative of transitioning from immobility 

to freedom, Latin@ texts tend to be legitimized and 

celebrated only as they anachronize a supposedly 

past subjectivity within migrant writing itself. While 

violent power relations trigger both voluntary and 

forced migrations on a global scale, the narratives they 

produce oten tend to protect the assimilating migrant’s 

voice against the dehumanizing characterization of 

backwardness, reinstalling anachronistic mappings 

of contemporary existence and resistance. In what 

follows, I want to consider some instances in which, by 

contrast, straight time and its racializing implications 

are efectively challenged by the temporal borderlands 

in Latin@ writings. 
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Condemned, or Made Invisible in Coeval Time

Daisy Hernández’s 2014 memoir A Cup of Water 

Under My Bed begins by making explicit the Latin@ 

author’s writerly challenge: “I needed to see on paper 

the women and the father I had loved and resisted and 

betrayed, and to write them without the mancha of a 

white man who thought our lives and our stories should 

be bulldozed” (1, original emphases). his challenge 

appears as she exposes the term used against her family’s 

world: “Condemned,” further highlighted as the title of 

the introductory chapter. As she introduces her memoir, 

she explains that this is the term used by the town 

oicial who came to examine her family’s house when 

she was a child. Asked to translate the oicial’s words 

by her Spanish-speaking mother, the child downplays 

the violence they convey, and later in life realizes that 

she had not been able to translate the word because 

its epistemic meaning was non-existent in her family’s 

way of understanding the world. Hernández explains, 

“I didn’t have a word in our language that would say, 

“‘this photograph on the wall, this pot of black beans, 

this radio we listen to each day, these stories you tell us 

– he’s saying none of this matters. It should be not only 

thrown away but bulldozed” (1). Yet, this impossible 

translation of the white-dominant world’s attitude to 

the world and language of her family members has the 

efect of a betrayal, a lack of epistemic resistance, which 

her writing aims to revise. 

Hernández’s use of the word “betrayal” recalls a 

similar challenge, one articulated twenty years earlier 

by Cherríe Moraga. In her essay “Art in América, con 

Acento” (2003 [1994]), Moraga also refers to “betrayal” 

when she states that what she still seeks in “the woman 

writing in [her] that is worth her salt” is a writing 

“that dares to expose that very human weakness 

where we betray ourselves, our loved ones, even our 

own revolution” (160, my emphasis). To interpret 

this betrayal as evincing a purist ideology that cannot 

embrace the heterogeneous cultural perspectives 

epitomized by the migratory experience would be quite 

mistaken, for Moraga is referring to betrayal precisely 

as the homogenization of America: 

the theater I seek is a theater of healing, one 
that not only touches on the source of the 
wound but inspires its participants to act in the 
material world; to penetrate barriers of race, 
class, sexuality, geography; to refuse to identify 
with the ‘we’ of this America sin acento (…) 
(160, my emphasis).  

Explicitly, then, the purist ideology Moraga refuses 

is an unaccented understanding of America, one that 

suppresses the spatiotemporal borderlands under the 

narrative of a melting pot incorporating others as long 

as they leave out – leave “behind” – their epistemic 

diferences written of as obsolete. his coding of 

backwardness is itself a technology of epistemic violence: 

the power to delegitimize alternative perceptions and 

knowledges by producing them as anachronic and 

therefore unthinkable. Temporality plays a leading role 

in epistemic violence, since it naturalizes exclusion as 

a consequence of time itself rather than of racism or 

any other technology of hierarchization that has come 

under ethical scrutiny. 

Moraga’s criticism of the unaccented understanding 

of America is clearly an assertion of epistemic coevalness 

in the spatiotemporal borderlands, in a context in which 

perspectives from the South are rendered anachronic so 

as to maintain the temporal fortress which anchors the 

narrative of the North as liberationist telos. To engage 

the temporal borderlands exceeding straight time is not 

to transcend the borderlines of dominant temporality, 

or to deny such dominance and most of the world 

population’s lived experience of being anachronized; it 

is, rather, to occupy that structure and insert it, by self-

implication rather than by opposition, in a relational, 

translocal, coeval temporality “deliberately confusing 

the boundaries of the local in an efort to capture the 

increasingly complicated nature of spatial processes 

and identities, ... viewing such processes and identities 

as place-based rather than exclusively mobile, uprooted 

or ‘travelling’” (Oakes & Schein 20).18 If the temporal 

borderlands are translocal, in that they “foreground 

multiplying forms of mobility without losing sight of 

the importance of localities in peoples’ lives” (1), they 

are also transtemporal, foregrounding the asymmetrical 

relations against which queer temporality is felt and 

made signiicant as epistemic coevalness.
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Like Moraga, Hernández emphasizes the 

proliferation of epistemic borderlands when she 

writes that “[t]here is no one of anything. here are 

many languages, many kinds of Spanish and English, 

of brown women and borders that do not shit beneath 

our feet but simply grow with every step we take” (19). 

hese are proliferating sites of conlict where new 

knowledges emerge from closely related perspectives 

(Anzaldúa 1987), undermining anachronism as an 

elision of ongoing conlicting perspectives of history. 

It is from this perspective that the evolutionist 

narrative naturalizing geotemporal hierarchies 

falls apart in Hernández’s memoir, and the trope of 

forward mobility from the repression associated with 

Colombia to the contemporary freedom associated 

with the U.S. is even mocked:

. . . I see myself in my social studies textbook. I 
am the Statue of Liberty, welcoming my mother 
to the land of the free, of the saved.

 he textbooks carry pictures of women 
and men arriving at Ellis Island. he women in 
the photographs appear stoic, with obligatory 
bleak faces and thick eyebrows, their lips as 
thin as my mother’s, and the caption begins: 
“hey came...” 

 What comes next varies. 

 hey came looking, they came searching, 
they came hoping – the verbs always more lively 
and ambitious than the women in the pictures, 
whose faces speak another refrain: “What the 
hell are you looking at?” (28)

By articulating this refrain, Hernández underscores 

the migrant women’s reversal of the neocolonial gaze 

imprinted in the captions. Now occupying the position 

of the spectator interpellated by the women of color in 

the pictures, she resists her own complicity with the 

pervasiveness of coloniality’s distancing techniques. 

his is a critical revision, therefore, of the developmental 

narrative she herself is expected both to assume, as 

an elementary school student, and to provide, as a 

successful writer. 

To challenge the assumption of an easy continuum 

from a traditional to an advanced culture is not to 

deny the struggle for access to sites of hegemonic 

power, but to insist instead that “nothing happens in 

isolation” (1). his is the claim that makes Hernández’s 

translocal narrative one of hearing and recalling the 

interconnectedness between what takes place quietly 

in the U.S. and its torturing resonances in Colombia 

within coeval time: 

hese quiet stories were taking place when 
the suits in Washington were waging their 
private wars in Central America ... when they 
signed NAFTA and everyone began seeking 
the safety of corners. My mother and father 
prayed harder ... he stories arrive from Latin 
America. Women with missing teeth cry into 
microphones. Men with brown faces scream. 
Los niños carry younger children. Sometimes, 
it is only the image of men’s feet in their shoes 
and the white sheets covering the rest of their 
bodies. he women wail behind the reporter, 
who talks about the number of dead and those 
let behind.  (xii; 7). 

In this narrative, we cannot hear that they are “let 

behind” in such a way as to ignore the global relations 

in which straight time remains unquestioned. hus 

signiicantly undercutting the evolutionist myth of 

migration to the U.S. as a movement from repression 

to freedom, Hernández portrays the “private wars in 

Central America” within the context of the signing of 

NAFTA, and further calls attention to elided geopolitical 

interconnectedness by following her mention of that 

signing with the phrase “and everyone began seeking 

the safety of corners” (1). Notice that this perspective 

undermines the depoliticizing narrative reproduced 

even within Latin@ criticism which relegates to the 

past century the concern of Latin@ texts with “naming 

or locating themselves within a geopolitical, ethnic, 

psychological, or spiritual borderland, as tended to 

occur in Chicana lesbian texts of the 1980s and 1990s” 

(Cuevas §12). Instead of anachronizing the borderlands 

by covering up these broad contexts of epistemic 

annihilation, Hernández engages the intimate causality 

between imperial policies and migrant displacement, 

calling attention to the colonial wound where the 

mapping of the borders of space and time is most 

painfully felt. hese accented writings are productively 
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afected by the temporal borderlands, emerging as 

a consciousness of relational temporality for the 

production of a “meta-narrative of an interconnected 

history” which may “theorize the relations between 

local issues as relations between parts to a whole” 

(Alcof 65).

Rather than denying the dominance of the nation-

state’s boundaries over lived spaces, Moraga and 

Hernández reject its primacy over what the former sees 

as the “land sin fronteras (...) within [the U.S.] nation” 

(“Queer Aztlán” 54). Moraga’s concept of Queer Aztlán, 

an imagined – and actively imagining – nation refusing 

the masculinist and heteronormative exclusionary 

politics of the Chicano movement, names a homeland 

open to “all its people, including its jotería”.19 Rather 

than a project of mere inclusion, which would amount 

to unchanging assimilation under stable structures of 

power, this is a project of epistemic transformation: 

[We] do not merely seek inclusion in the 
Chicano nation; we seek a nation strong enough 
to embrace a full range of racial diversities, 
human sexualities, and expressions of gender. 
... [his is] an internal nation whose existence 
deies borders of language, geography, race . . 
. Increasingly, the struggles on this planet are 
not for ‘nation-states,’ but for nations of people, 
bound together by spirit, land, language, 
history, and blood.  (164; 54; 169).

Within such struggles, both Moraga and 

Hernández write the complexity of nations sin fronteras 

where spatial and temporal borderlands proliferate 

through the shiting of epistemic geographies, even 

when their refusal to bulldoze el otro lado is reductively 

coded as “backward” on the map of straight time. By 

inscribing the temporal borderlands, their complicitous 

critique disallows any version of advanced temporality 

at the expense of re-anachronizing those coded as 

immobile in space and time. As Latin@ literature 

unsettles the borderlines between coeval histories, it 

brings into relational view the diferential epistemic 

positions obliterated by straight temporality. From 

this perspective, the decolonial power of the expansive 

ield of Latin@ literature, theorization, and criticism 

resides in its demystiication of the master narrative 

that reduces the temporal borderlands to a denial – an 

idealized transcendence – of contemporary forms of 

anachronism.
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Notes

1. My references to the “West” follow Walter Mignolo’s 
terms, in his critique of the Rooseveltean transformation 
of the “Western Hemisphere” into the “North Atlantic” 
which, while dismissing Latin America from the 
so-called West, “also creates the conditions for the 
emergence of forces that remain hidden in the Creole 
(Latin and Anglo) ... rearticulation of Amerindian and 
Afro-American forces fed by the growing migrations 
and techno-globalism” (2001, 51).

2. I have developed this argument in the context of 
Edwidge Danticat’s revisional historiography of 
genocide through genre trouble in he Farming of 
Bones (Ávila 2014a); and in the context of Chican@ 
cyber-art countering neocolonial anachronism (Ávila 
2014b).

3. On the colonial/modern divide, see also Fabian 1983; 
Quijano 2000a; and Lugones 2007 and 2008, among 
others.  

4. Briely, Mignolo distinguishes decolonial from 
postcolonial perspectives thus: “the genealogy of these 
are located in French post-structuralism more than 
in the dense history of planetary decolonial thinking” 
(“Manifesto”, 46). 

5. he reference to spatial traditions of postmodern 
theory most oten recalls the critical reception and 
legacy of such inluential texts as Harvey 1990 and 
Jameson 1991. 

6. See, especially, Sedgwick 1993; Edelman 2004; Freeman 
2000, 2005, and 2010; Muñoz 2009; and Kafer 2013.

7. he episteme is generally deined as the paradigm of 
knowledge prevailing in each speciic historical context, 
but in Michel Foucault’s conception it is also that which 
confers legitimacy to some cultural perspectives, 
values, and perceptions over others, thus operating as 
a regulatory power limiting, deining, and stabilizing 
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what is legible and thinkable – and, by implication, 
what has the power to threaten such stability. In 
this light, the episteme has the simultaneous efect 
of legitimating some normative discourses as true, 
and of annihilating others which Foucault therefore 
terms “subjugated knowledges” (1980, 81). However, 
far from being a deterministic master narrative, the 
episteme restricts and conditions discourse while at 
the same activating its epistemological instability; 
in other words, it potentializes the impact of new 
epistemes within processes of emerging legitimation 
and legibility (1966). On the “epistemic decolonial 
turn,” see Grosfoguel 2007 as well as Mignolo 2007, 
2009, and 2011.

8. See Puar 2005 and 2007; Agathangelou et al. 2008; 
Haritaworn et al. 2008; Schulman 2012; Ritchie 2014; 
Jackman and Upadhyay 2014; Puar and Mikdashi 
2015; and Haritaworn 2015, among others. 

9. On the inequation of queerness and migration with a 
necessarily transgressive mode of existence, see Ahmed 
2000; Ahmed et al. 2003; Wesling 2008, and others. 
Following Martin 1995 and Ong 1999, Jack Halberstam 
also argues against the neoliberal transmutation of 
capitalism emerging in the “seemingly radical ethic of 
[trans]gender lexibility” (2005, 19).

10. In the context of Latin@ studies, I refer to the North/
South dichotomy as a real efect, or a lived reality, of 
the coloniality of power. I thus follow Mignolo, who 
has written:

I refer to the South in the general sense that includes 
Central America and the Caribbean, ‘south of Rio 
Grande’ in the one sense; and the Caribbean that in 
spite of being English or French, has more in common 
with the South than with the North, that is, North 
America (U.S. and Canada). Briely, the imperial/
colonial history is what is at stake rather than European 
or North American textbooks on geography.  (Mignolo 
2007, 14, fn 1) 
On the relationship between North and West, see my 
second footnote, above.

11. Daisy Hernández interviewed by Ariana Vives for 
Bitchmedia.org. See https://bitchmedia.org/post/para-
las-hijas-an-interview-with-author-daisy-hernandez

12. Briely, it must be noted that heterogeneous time does 
not preclude straight time. On the West as North-
deined, see my footnote 1.

13. On the U.S. support of the Trujillo regime, see, for 
example, Renda 2001 and Kaussen 2008. 

14. I refer to the Franz Fanon’s statement that “sociogenesis 
. . . a question of sociodiagnostic” (1967 [1952], 11).

15. On the gendered relations of the global/local 
dichotomy, see Carla Freeman 2001.

16. See McSherry 2005; Grandin 2006; Kaussen 2008; 
Green 2010; Dávila 2013; and McPherson 2015, among 
others.

17. See, for example, Chatterjee 1986 and Mignolo 2011.

18.  Translocality is a simultaneous understanding of both 
situatedness and connectedness with various locales, 
what Michael Burawoy calls “global connections 
between [local] sites” (29) that themselves play 
active roles in expanding epistemic knowledge and 
relationality.

19.  Jotería is increasingly used to refer to queers of Latin@, 
Chican@, and Indigenous ailiation.
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